Mixins are modules in which some components are deferred, i.e. their de nition has to be provided by another module. Moreover, di erently from parameterized modules (like ML functors), mixin modules can be mutually dependent and their composition supports rede nition of components (overriding). In this paper, we present a formal model of mixins and their basic composition operators. These operators can be viewed as a kernel language with clean semantics in which to express more complex operators of existing modular languages, including variants of inheritance in object oriented programming. Our formal model is given in an \institution independent" way, i.e. is parameterized by the semantic framework modeling the underlying core language.
Introduction
In object oriented languages, the de nition of an heir class H from a parent class P takes usually the form H = extend P by M, where M denotes a collection of de nitions of components (typically methods) which are either new, or rede ned w.r.t. the de nition given for them in P (overriding). The de nitions in M may refer to components de ned in P. A quite natural view of the above situation is to see M as an abstract heir class, i.e. a class where some components are not de ned (deferred), and which can be e ectively used for instantiation (i.e. become concrete) only when applied to some parent class, which supplies an implementation for the deferred components. An abstract subclass is sometimes called mixin (this name was rstly used in the LISP community, see 39, 29] ). At the semantic level, M can be seen as a function from deferred components, i.e. components which must be provided from the outside, to components which are de ned within the class. Note that, assuming no overriding, deferred and de ned components are disjoint sets. Most of existing object oriented languages do not support explicit mixins, in the sense that it is not possible to de ne M separately and then to instantiate M on di erent parent classes, say P 1 and P 2 , getting di erent heir classes H 1 = M(P 1 ) and H 2 = M(P 2 ). Allowing the possibility of naming mixins in the language leads to the so-called mixin-based inheritance, proposed in 14] . Going further, we can take mixins as basic language units, considering concrete classes as particular mixins with no deferred components (semantically, constant functions). That allows a clean and unifying view of di erent linguistic mechanisms, as explained in the sequel. First, while mixins in the sense above (abstract heir classes) are usually not supported, some languages allow the de nition of abstract (parent) classes, i.e. classes with deferred components which can be concreted by heirs, for instance Ei el 37], C++ 42] and Java 7] , where deferred methods are called pure virtual and abstract, respectively; in other languages deferred methods are implemented by extra-linguistic features (cfr. the method subclassResponsability in Smalltalk- 80 26] ). Actually, it is easy to realize that the situation is completely symmetric; referring to the schema above, if P in turn is an abstract class, then the combination of P and M cannot be longer described as an application M(P), but as the result of a binary merge operation. In the resulting class P +M components which were deferred in P have been (possibly) concreted by de nitions in M, and This work has been partially supported by WG n.6112 COMPASS, Murst 40% -Modelli della computazione e dei linguaggi di programmazione and CNR, Italy. conversely. That allows recursive de nitions to span module boundaries 20], with a great bene t for modularity, as we illustrate in detail in Sect. 1. Second, going back to our original schema of inheritance H = extend P by M, with P concrete class, we have ignored until now the fact that M may rede ne components already de ned in P. Since de nitions of components can be mutually recursive, rede ning some of them actually changes the whole class behavior. The problem of giving a clean semantics to this mechanism has been independently solved by W. Cook 16] and U. S. Reddy 40] . The idea consists, roughly speaking, in interpreting P as a function, called by Cook a generator, mapping components into components.
The current values of components in P are then obtained as the least xed point of this function. This approach can be combined in a very natural way with the view of an abstract class as a function from deferred into de ned components. Putting the two things together, P can be seen as a function from input components into output components: the output components are the de ned components; the input components are all the (either deferred or de ned) components. A function of this kind is called in 16] an inconsistent generator (whose least xed point cannot be evaluated). In this paper, we introduce a further distinction, assuming that some de ned components are frozen, i.e. their rede nition cannot change other components (cfr. non virtual methods in C++). In this case, some output components are not input components. A further remark is that, introducing mixins, overriding the de nition of a component by a new de nition can be seen as the composition of two di erent operations: rst, the old de nition is canceled, obtaining a mixin in which the corresponding component is deferred; then, this mixin is merged with another supplying the new de nition. This view of overriding has been rstly introduced, at our knowledge, in 13] , where the operator which \cancels" a de nition is called restrict. Note that in this way it is possible to replace an asymmetric (non commutative) binary operator, i.e. overriding, by restrict plus the commutative merge operator. This is the approach we adopt in this paper. We have shown until now that introducing mixins allows a clean and unifying view of apparently di erent linguistic mechanisms. We come now to a second point which is fundamental in this paper. In the discussion above, we have presented mixins as a generalization of classes in the sense of object oriented programming, as it is from the historical point of view. Anyway, all the preceding considerations are, actually, completely independent from the object and class concepts: the mixin notion can be formulated in the much more general context of module composition. In other words, it is possible to extend the usual notion of module (a collection of de nitions of components of di erent nature, e.g. types, functions, procedures, exceptions and so on) to the case where some de nitions are deferred, obtaining what we call in this paper a mixin module (or simply mixin). Hence, an extension with mixins and corresponding composition operators is, in principle, applicable to any modular language 13, 8] , allowing the de nitions of highly sophisticated module systems with a consequent enhancement of code reusability and extensibility; notice that the notion of mixin module can also be successfully introduced in object oriented languages where, in many cases, the notion of class turns out to be inadequate as the unique modularity feature o ered by the language 43]. This generalization should be re ected at the semantic level: hence, in this paper, we aim at de ning a formal model of mixin modules, based on the ideas outlined above, and a corresponding interpretation of composition operators, independent from the semantic nature of a single concrete module, which should depend on the (semantics of) the underlying core language, i.e. the language for de ning module components, following the terminology introduced with Standard ML 38] . To this end, we generalize the model proposed above (mixins = functions over records of components) to functions over arbitrary semantic structures. That is achieved in a simple and natural way by taking the approach of institutions 25] where syntactic interfaces (types) of modules are modeled by signatures of some institution I, and denotations of program modules are models of I; for instance, in a standard case, many-sorted algebras (collections of related functions together with the data domains they operate on). We do not deal explicitly in this paper, which is only concerned with programming modules, with the logical part of the institution concept (a language of sentences for expressing properties that models are required to satisfy); anyway, it should be clear to the reader that the possibility of integration with a speci cation language is an important motivation behind our approach. Thus our work can be seen from the technical point of view in two symmetric ways: from one side, we generalize the model of inheritance in 16] from objects (modeled as records) to modules (modeled as arbitrary semantic structures). From the other side, we extend to the case of mixins the well-established algebraic treatment of module composition (see e.g. 10, 19, 41, 24, 21, 22, 35] ) presenting a kernel module language with algebraic semantics. The main di erence with respect to this literature is that we consider, together with classical operators (like export and renaming), new operators allowing module modi cation (like restrict and overriding) which makes no sense in the traditional model. Moreover, as already pointed out, we do not deal with speci cation modules (denoting classes of models) but with programming modules (denoting just one model). The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 1 we present informally the most relevant operators for composing mixins giving some examples written in an SML-like language. In Sect. 2 we present our formal model of mixins and a set of basic operators. In Sect. 3 we de ne a kernel language of mixin modules, with operators like merge, overriding, hiding, functional composition, which can all be expressed in terms of the basic operators introduced in the preceding section. In Sect. 4 we give a re ned version of our model which allows to handle (possibly recursive) type de nitions in modules. Finally, in Sect. 5 we make some comparison with related work and outline our further research on this subject. Technical details and a more concrete model based on the notion of signature inclusion are given in the Appendix. A preliminary presentation of the ideas in this paper has been given in 3]; some strictly related work is in 2, 6, 5].
Mixins and Mixin Operators: An Informal Introduction
In this section, we introduce the notion of mixin module and the most relevant composition operators, by means of some examples written in Standard ML 38] . We recall that SML supports the de nition of module (structure), interface (signature) and parameterized (or generic) module (functor). We have adopted SML for its simplicity; however, it should be clear to the reader that our intention here is not to extend a particular modular language with mixins, but to propose a basic set of operators.
From Concrete Modules to Mixins
Assume that we want to implement in SML nite maps and nite sets of integers, with some usual operations (empty map, application, updating a map by a new association, getting the domain of a map, restricting the domain of a map, empty set, adding an element to a set, membership test). A structure Map For a modular development, the implementation of the type set should be provided separately by a structure Set over the signature SET: signature SET = sig type set; val empty set:set;
val add: int set ! set; val is in: int set ! bool end;
That can be achieved in SML de ning Map no longer as a structure, but as a functor from structures matching SET to structures matching MAP. However, this solution is still inadequate, since there is no way to implement the function restrict in terms of the functions in SET; intuitively, we miss the possibility of \iterating" an action over all the elements of a set. Conversely, it is not possible to de ne Set as a functor taking Map as parameter, since there is no way to implement the function def dom in terms of the functions in Map.
Of course we could handle the problem adding new primitives, but that solution implies extra code and could lead to an ine cient implementations of restrict (def dom, respectively). On the other side, the restrict and def dom functions could be e ciently de ned inside a unique structure, loosing modularity. A solution which keeps both modularity and e ciency would be to move restrict from Map to Set. However, in this way the two structures become mutually dependent, while functors in SML are only able to express one-way dependencies. This problem is overcome by the introduction of mixin modules. A mixin, like a functor, is a module which depends on other modules; the crucial di erence is that by mixins it is possible to express mutual dependency. In an hypothetical extension of SML with mixins, the solution of our problem is the following: As shown by the example, a mixin di ers from a standard module, which is a collection of de nitions, since the implementation of some components may be deferred, as it happens for the type set and the functions empty set, add and restrict in Map. Correspondingly, SML signatures could be extended to mixin signatures labeling components in such a way that each component is recognized as either de ned or deferred 1 fun length(l) = if is empty(l) then 0 else length(tail(l))+1; fun eq(l1,l2) = if is empty(l1) then is empty(l2) else if is empty(l2) then false else head(l1)=head(l2) andalso eq(tail(l1),tail(l2)) end;
and assume that we want to combine it with another mixin where an implementation for the type int list is provided, together with a more e cient version of length based on this implementation. The sum AbsList List is not correct, since the function length is de ned in both the modules. We need a way of explicitly specifying which of the two de nitions of length must take the precedence. This can be achieved by using a restrict operator 13], which allows to cancel de nitions inside a mixin.
This operator takes two arguments, a mixin M and a mixin signature specifying the de ned components of M which have to be changed to deferred. The mixins AbsList and List can be combined as follows:
mixin AbsListAndList = (restrict length in AbsList) List.
In general the restrict operation allows to specify, for each pair of con icting de nitions in two mixins M 1 and M 2 , which of the two de nitions must take the precedence. In this way we are able to de ne more combinations of M 1 and M 2 than simply using an overriding operator which gives precedence to either M 1 or M 2 6] . This is essential, for instance, in object oriented languages supporting multiple inheritance where an heir class may inherit a method de nition from several parent classes 13, 34] . The inheritance operators of Smalltalk and Beta (without considering the pseudo-variables super and inner) can be de ned by an appropriate combination of the merge and restrict operations:
, where H and P are the heir and the parent class, respectively, M is the mixin corresponding to the new de nitions, P contains the components of P which are rede ned in M, and analogously for M . A way for expressing the Smalltalk and Beta inheritance operators handling the pseudovariables super and inner is described in Sect. 3, and in much more detail in 6]. From the semantic point of view, the possibility of overriding de nitions leads one to consider two di erent interpretations of a concrete module, which we call closed and open semantics, respectively (as said in the introduction this idea is originally due to W. Cook 16] and U. S. Reddy 40] and is now a standard approach). Consider for instance the structure:
The closed semantics is a model over the signature out , i.e. it associates a semantic value with each component of the module; in this case, out = fi1; i2; i3g and the closed semantics of S is the record <i1:1; i2:2; i3:3>. Anyway, this semantics does not take into account the possibility of later rede nitions of components. For instance, rede ning i1 to 2 changes the values of i2 and i3, too. In the general case de nitions can be mutually recursive. In order to model that, it is necessary to see S as a function from models over out to models over out (open semantics); in this case, the function de ned by <i1:x; i2:y; i3:z> 7 ! <i1:1; i2:2 x; i3:x + y> Note that in this concrete case the closed semantics is the unique xed point of the open semantics. Anyway, this fact is not relevant for our technical treatment in the following; we only assume a freeze operator at the semantic level which extracts one xed model from a function from models into models (i.e. gets closed semantics from open semantics). As said before, open semantics is needed for correctly modeling overriding. Consider, for instance, the following structure S 0 which provides a di erent de nition for i2.
The open semantics of the mixin expression (restrict i2 in S) S 0 is the function <i1:x; i2:y; i3:z> 7 ! <i1:1; i2:3; i3:x + y>, which can be obtained from the open semantics of S by replacing the de nition of i2, and gives as corresponding closed semantics the record <i1:1; i2:3; i3:4>. Note that there is no way to obtain this record directly from the closed semantics of S. As a nal example, consider the following structure: structure S 00 = struct val i2=2 end; Then, again, the open semantics of the mixin expression (restrict i2 in S) S 00 is di erent from that of S, even though in this case the closed semantics coincide. The open semantics can be naturally extended to non concrete mixins (where some components are deferred), seeing them as functions from models over a larger signature in to models over out (hence out in ). Of course in this case it makes no sense to consider the closed semantics, correspondingly to the fact that the module cannot be e ectively \used" as it stands.
Freeze and Hiding
In the example above, a rede nition of i2 in S changes the semantics of i3, too. In order to express that, we say that i2 is a virtual component of S. In general, we introduce a further distinction of de ned components into either virtual or frozen (cfr., for instance, virtual and non virtual member functions in C++). If a de ned component is virtual, then its rede nition may change the semantics of some other component of the mixin; on the contrary, a rede nition of a frozen component cannot a ect the semantics of any other component. The freeze operation 13] allows to make frozen a virtual component f by eliminating all the dependences of the other components on f. As an example, assume to freeze i2 in S; then the structure S1 we obtain is equivalent to the following 2 : structure S1 = struct val i1=1; val i2=2*i1; local val i2=2*i1 in val i3=i1+i2 end end;
In other words, we get a structure whose open semantics is a function constant w.r.t. the component i2:
<i1:x; i2:y; i3:z> 7 ! <i1:1; i2:2 x; i3:3 x> Now a rede nition of i2 cannot change the semantics of i3. In order to keep explicit this information in the module interface, we can remove the assumption out in and say that the open semantics of S1 is a function which does no longer take i2 as argument. Correspondingly, we may add a new kind of label to function symbols within mixin signatures, specifying for each de ned function whether it is virtual (default case) or frozen; for instance, S1 matches the following mixin signature: The open semantics of a mixin matching this signature is a function taking i1 and i3 as arguments, and returning values for i1, i2 and i3. For instance, the open semantics of S1 = freeze i2 in S is <i1:x; i3:z> 7 ! <i1:1; i2:2 x; i3:3 x>. For a mixin M where all the components are frozen, the open semantics is a constant function which returns the closed semantics of M. Note that it makes no sense to freeze a deferred component. Consider now the possibility of hiding a de ned component of a mixin. Hiding a de ned function f intuitively corresponds to consider f as a locally declared function. For instance, assume to hide i2 in the structure S shown above. We expect to obtain a structure equivalent to the following: structure S2 = struct val i1=1; local val i2=2*i1 in val i3=i1+i2 end end;
Since the de nition of i2 is now local to S2, no operation on S2 can modify its value; if we merge S2 with a mixin which de nes a component i2, then the value of i3 does not change. As a matter of fact, hiding i2 corresponds to rst freeze it and then to delete its de nition by means of the restrict operation.
A Parameterized Framework for Mixins
In this section we present our formal framework for mixin modules. More precisely, we de ne mixin signatures, mixin models and three basic operators over mixin models which will be used in the following section for expressing all the operators of our kernel language of mixin modules. The framework we introduce is parameterized by the semantic framework modeling the core level (core framework).
Core Frameworks
Roughly speaking, a core framework is a specialization of the notion of model part of an institution, i.e. a category of signatures and a model functor 25]. We assume an additional feature, i.e., a family of operators (one for each signature ) taking functions from -models to -models and returning -models. 
Mixin Signatures and Models
We give now the formal de nition of mixin signatures and models. In this subsection we assume a xed core framework <Sig; Mod; freeze>.
Def. 2.5 A mixin signature is a pair < in ; out > of signatures in Sig. A mixin model over the mixin signature < in ; out > is a function in Mod( out ) Mod( in ) . Intuitively, the input signature gives all the components which de nitions in the module may depend on, while the output signature gives all the components which are de ned in the module. A pictorial view is given in Fig.1 , where a mixin model is represented as a black box having some inputs and outputs. For instance, a mixin model F having two input components h, g and two output components f, g is depicted in Fig.2 . This mixin model is a function from records of the form <h: ; g: > into records of the form <f: ; g: >; in other words, F associates with the output components f and g two values (de nitions) which depend on the values of the input components h, g. In order to express this fact we represent F by the more suggestive notation f 7 ! F f (h; g) g 7 ! F g (h; g). Using the above notation F S is represented by i1 7 ! 1 i2 7 ! 2 i1 i3 7 ! i1 + i2. Moreover, freeze(F S ) = C 2 Mod( out S ) (the closed semantics of S), where i1 C = 1, i2 C = 2, i3 C = 3. Finally, the mixin expression (restrict i2 in S) S 0 denotes a mixin model F 0 S again over < in S ; out S > s. Henceforth we use the notation in j F j out for MixMod(< in ; out >)(F); we also omit the input (resp. output) morphism when it is the identity and write in j F j 0out for j in j F jj out Proof The proof comes directly from the fact that MixMod(< in ; >) = G Mod, where G: Set ! Set is the functor de ned by G(S) = S Mod( in ) , G(f) = f e Mod( in );S , which is a right adjoint (by de nition of cartesian closed category) and hence preserves limits; since by hypothesis Mod preserves all nite colimits it follows that MixMod(< in ; >) preserves all nite colimits. Hence, MixMod(< in ; 0 out >) is a pullback object in Set.
One can easily verify that F 1 + F 2 is de ned by: for any A 2 Mod( in ), (F 1 + F 2 )(A) = F 1 (A) + F 2 (A).
As happens for the amalgamated sum of models, we obtain a particular case of sum between mixin models when we consider coproducts of output signatures instead of pushouts. We conclude this subsection by de ning an extension of the family of operators freeze. Intuitively, applying the freeze operator to a mixin model corresponds to (permanently) associate with some input components ( fr ) the de nitions of some output components, in the way speci ed by , so that these components disappear from the input signature. Actually, in the rest of the paper we will use the operator freeze only when is the injection of a coproduct; however, here we have considered any kind of morphism for generality.
Basic Operators
In the previous subsection we have actually de ned three basic operators over mixin models which will be used in the next section for expressing a variety of higher level mixin combinators. The graphical representation given in Sect.2.2 suggests to see mixin models as electronic devices and operations for mixin composition as rules for constructing from a set of mixins (devices) M 1 ; : : :; M n a mixin M \containing" M 1 ; : : :; M n inside, by connecting inputs and outputs in an intuitively suitable way: more precisely, accordingly to the four following rules:
each input of M 1 ; : : :; M n must be connected exactly to either one input of M or one output of some M i , i = 1::n; each output of M 1 ; : : :; M n may be connected to some, either outputs of M or inputs of M 1 ; : : :; M n ; each input of M may be connected to some inputs of M 1 ; : : :; M n ; each output of M must be connected to exactly one output of some M i , i = 1::n.
Sum
Given two mixin models F 1 in MixMod(< in ; out 1 >), F 2 in MixMod(< in ; out 2 >), their sum F 1 + F 2 is a mixin model in MixMod(< in ; out 1 + out 2 >).
As an example, consider the following mixin models F 1 and F 2 :
The situation is graphically sketched in Fig.3 . According to the intuitive composition rules given above, all the inputs are shared, while the outputs are kept distinct (as happens for the two components f). The sum operator intuitively represents the most primitive way for combining together two mixins and is the natural extension of the amalgamated sum over models. We will see in the next section how it is possible to de ne more complex binary operators on top of sum and the other two basic operators presented below. We show now an alternative de nition of sum which will be used in Sect.4. Given two mixin models Reduct Given a mixin model F in MixMod(< in ; out >) and two signature morphisms in : in ! 0 in and out : 0 out ! out , the reduct in j F j out is a mixin model in MixMod(< 0 in ; 0 out >).
As an example, consider the following mixin model F: f 7 ! F f (f; g; h) g 7 ! F g (f; g; h): Let in : ff; g; hg ! fx; zg and out : fyg ! ff; gg be the morphisms mapping f; g; h into x and y into f, respectively. Then, in j F j out is given by: y 7 ! F f (x; x; x):
The situation is graphically sketched in Fig.4 . The gure shows that the informal composition rules are respected by the reduct operator. Note that through the reduct it is possible to add dummy input component (like z) and to forget output components (like g). The reduct is a powerful renaming operator allowing to rename in a separate way input and output components; again, this operator is the natural extension of the corresponding operator at the level of models.
Freeze Given a mixin model F in MixMod(< fr + in ; out >) and a signature morphism : fr ! out , freeze (F) is a mixin model in MixMod(< in ; out >).
As an example, let F be the previous mixin model and let be the signature morphism mapping f and g into f.
Then, freeze (F) is given by: The situation is graphically sketched in Fig.5 . Also in this case the reader may verify that the informal composition rules are respected. Notice that the freeze operator is the unique among basic operators which allows one to build \feed-backs" in mixins in order to truly eliminate dependences from some input components.
A Kernel Language of Mixin Modules
In this section we formally de ne a set of operators for combining mixin modules, intended to be a kernel language with clean semantics in which to express operators of existing modular languages. The semantics of the kernel language is given by means of the formal framework de ned in the previous section. More precisely, any module expression M of the language has a type < def ; vir ; fro >, with def ; vir ; fro signatures in Sig, and is interpreted as a mixin model over < def + vir ; vir + fro >; moreover, the interpretation of the operators of the language is given in terms of the three basic operators over mixin models de ned in Sect.2. The three signatures def , vir and fro have the following meaning: the components in def are deferred components, i.e. components which are not de ned in the module; the components in vir are de ned components whose rede nition can change other components (virtual components); the components in fro are de ned components whose rede nition cannot change other components (frozen components).
The input signature consists of deferred and virtual components, i.e. all the components which de nitions in the module may depend on. The output signature consists of virtual and frozen components, i.e. all the components which are de ned in the module. In the particular case in which def = ; (hence in = vir ) we get a concrete module, where all the components are de ned. Note that the approach taken here is rather abstract: the fact that input components can be decomposed into deferred and virtual components (and analogously output components) is modeled in a descriptive way by pattern matching, i.e. de ning the input signature as a coproduct. All the typing rules in the sequel follow an analogous approach.
A possible realization of the splitting of signatures consists in considering boolean signature categories, i.e. signatures with inclusions and related operations of union, intersection and di erence. This more concrete case is presented in Appendix A.1.
Merge
The merge operator allows to combine two mixin modules, say M 1 and M 2 , obtaining a new module where some deferred components of M 1 ( b 1 ) are made concrete by binding them to some de ned components in M 2 , and conversely. These de ned components can be either virtual ( bv 2 ) or frozen ( bf 2 ), and their status is preserved in M 1 M 2 . Moreover, some deferred components of M 1 and M 2 can be shared in M 1 M 2 ( s ). On the contrary, de ned components are kept distinct, as for sum. Hence, in M 1 M 2 the de ned components are the (disjoint) union of the components de ned in the two arguments; the deferred components are the components deferred in one (but not bound to a de nition in the other) or both the arguments. The merge operator is a high-level version of sum, which allows to combine together mixins with di erent input components and takes into account the di erence between virtual and frozen components. The semantics of the merge operator is rather simple: rst the input signatures of both M 1 and M 2 have to be extended via renaming to the same input signature; then, it is possible to perform the sum; nally, the deferred components bound to frozen components ( bf 1 and bf 2 ) have to be frozen in order to preserve their status (see the example below). With the general approach taken here, when merging two mixins one has to explicitly specify the shared input components ( s ), the input components to be bound ( b i , i = 1; 2) and the output components they are bound to ( bv i ; bf i , i = 1; 2). However in concrete instances of the model one can assume an implicit choice. For instance, if Sig is a boolean signature category (see Appendix A.1) and correspondingly the type of a mixin is uniquely determined by the input and output signatures ( def = in n out , vir = in \ out , fro = out n in ), then we can set s = ( def 1 n out 2 ) \ ( def 2 n out 1 ), b i = def i \ out i , bv i = def i \ vir i , i = 1; 2 with the proviso that out 1 \ out 2 = ; (see typing rule (M-ty) in Fig.11 in Appendix). We take this assumption in the example below. Consider a mixin M 1 with two deferred components h and f and one frozen component g, and a mixin M 2 with two deferred components h and g and one virtual component f. If M 1 ; M 2 denote the mixin models F 1 and F 2 , respectively:
where F(h; f) = freeze( <g; f 0 >:<(F 1 ) g (h; f); (F 2 ) f (h; g; f)>) Correspondingly, we obtain the picture in Fig.6 . The freeze operation allows to make a module independent from the rede nition of some components, say fr ; hence these components, which were virtual, become frozen. In this way de nitions can be encapsulated preventing unwanted changes due to some component rede nitions. Note that the converse operation that we have omitted here, simply corresponds to a sort of type coercion in which one loses the type information that some components are frozen and, hence, that their rede nition does not change the semantics of the other components. The high-level freeze operator is directly expressed by the low-level freeze. Note that the only e ect of the freeze operation is switching the status of de ned components from virtual to frozen; deferred and frozen components are not modi ed.
Restrict
The restrict operation allows to \cancel" some de nitions in a module, making the corresponding components deferred. Hence it makes sense only for virtual components. Note that restrict is di erent from hiding described in the sequel, since a component whose de nition is deferred remains in the interface of the module and can be rede ned, while an hidden component is no longer visible from the outside. Intuitively, the de nitions in rs are \forgotten", hence the corresponding components are no longer in the output signature (this is formally expressed by the reduct functor). Anyway, they still are in the interface of the module as deferred components (hence the input signature remains the same as before).
Hiding
The hiding operation allows to hide some de ned components from the outside. Hiding deferred components makes no sense since de nitions of other components could depend on them and in this way it would be impossible to obtain eventually a concrete module. Hiding virtual components requires rst freezing them, in such a way that all the other de nitions will refer from now on to their current de nitions. Frozen components can be simply thrown away by restricting the output signature. *** da vedere se inserire un commento As an example, consider a mixin M with one deferred component k, two virtual components f and h and one frozen component g. If M denotes the mixin model F: F = f 7 ! F f (f; k; h) g 7 ! F g (f; k; h) h 7 ! F h (f; k; h) then the semantics of hide ff; gg in M is h 7 ! F 0 h (k; h) where F 0 (k; h) = freeze( <f; k 0 ; h 0 >:F(f; k 0 ; h 0 )). Correspondingly, we obtain the picture in Fig.7 . Until now we have presented a set of operators for mixin combination. As already stated, each mixin component has a status; if we consider also locally de ned components (components not present in the mixin signature), the possible status are given by local, frozen, deferred, and virtual. Each mixin operator has a di erent e ect upon the component status as illustrated in Table 1 . The rst column and row contain the initial and nal status of a component, respectively. Note that not all status changes are allowed. Since a local component is not visible, there is no way to change its status. A frozen component can only become local by means of hiding. A deferred component can be transformed into a frozen (resp. virtual) component by merging it with a frozen (resp. virtual) component. A virtual component can become local, frozen and deferred by means of hiding, freeze and restrict, respectively. We will now consider some more sophisticated operators, corresponding to constructs e ectively used in programming languages.
Overriding
The overriding operator is a non commutative variant of the merge operator allowing to ignore some output component (either virtual or frozen) of one of the two arguments. This is useful in practice when two mixins have some output components in common (con icting de nitions) and one wants the de nitions of one mixin to take the precedence over the de nitions of the other.
(O-ty) 
where F(h) = freeze( <f 0 ; g; f>:<(F 1 ) f (f; h); (F 1 ) g (f; h); (F 2 ) f (h; g)>) Correspondingly, we obtain the picture in Fig. 8 .
Functional Composition
Since mixins are modeled as functions, a natural way for combining two mixins M 1 and M 2 is functional composition M 2 M 1 (provided that types are compatible). From the graphical point of view, this operation gives sequential composition of mixins, in opposition to parallel composition given by the merge operation. Whereas the merge operator allows to combine together mixins which are mutually dependent (i.e., where some deferred components of one mixin are bound to some output components of the other and conversely), in functional composition the dependence is only one-way; in this case the mixins can be considered as generic modules (e.g. ML functors) and the functional composition operator corresponds to (a generalization of) generic instantiation (e.g. functor application in ML). The generalization is given by the fact that the parameter can be in turn parameterized (i.e. have deferred components), as it would happen if ML allowed functor composition. 
then their functional composition is
where F(f) = freeze( <g; f 0 >:<(F 1 ) g (g); (F 2 ) f (f; g)>) Correspondingly, we obtain the picture in Fig. 9 . ( we use this keyword to point out that the mechanism is the same whichever is the inheritance relation between M 1 and M 2 ). Formally, we assume that the type of a mixin module is a 4-tuple < oth ; def ; vir ; fro >; the corresponding mixin signature will be < oth + def + vir ; vir + fro >. That models the fact that a module component, say f, appears at the right side of de nitions either in the usual way (written f or self f, i.e. the symbols in def + vir ) or under the form other f (i.e., the symbols in oth which we will call the other-components). Whenever f is de ned, the rst form is a (possibly recursive) reference to its current de nition, while the second form refers to a (deferred) alternative de nition of f which will be provided when composing the module with another by means of the /? operator (hence, other f is always a deferred component). In the case in which f is not de ned, both the forms refer to a de nition to be provided by the outside; anyway, they are still di erent w.r.t. their behavior after that a de nition has been actually provided. Indeed, other f is permanently associated with this de nition, while f could be rede ned later.
(WO-ty) Correspondingly, we obtain the picture in Fig. 10 . As mentioned before, the interested reader can nd in 6] a presentation devoted to the treatment of di erent overriding operators in the mixin framework described in this paper.
Dealing with types
In this section we show that the formal framework we have presented until now needs to be re ned in order to properly handle type de nitions in modules. First of all, we consider mixin signatures. We recall that a mixin signature has been formalized by a pair of signatures < in ; out > where in = def + vir , out = vir + fro , with def ; vir ; fro signatures corresponding to the deferred, frozen and virtual components, respectively. That expresses in an abstract way that the only relation between the input and the output signatures is given by the virtual components, which are shared; in particular, if there are no virtual components, then in and out can be considered as two independent signatures. Let us now come back to the example of sets and maps of Sect. 1.1. Considering the mixin signature SET, it easy to see, as already pointed out at that time, that this signature cannot be divided in two independent subsignatures corresponding to deferred and de ned components, respectively. That is because functionality of deferred components may contain de ned types, and conversely. Hence, we have to consider signatures in which there is an explicit notion of sorts modeling type components. In this specialized framework a mixin signature can be de ned as a 4-tuple <S in ; in ; S out ; out > where S in and S out are two disjoint sets of symbols corresponding to deferred and de ned type components, respectively, and in , out are two signatures over S in S out which have the same meaning as before.
The assumption that S in and S out are disjoint sets models the fact that type components cannot be virtual. Indeed, referring again to the example of Sect. 1.1, considering e.g. the mixin Set, we can see that it makes sense to replace the de nition of either the is in or the restrict function by a new de nition, but not the de nition of the type set; indeed the well-formedness of the de nitions of is in and restrict relies on the given implementation of this type. Hence, type components in signatures must be explicitly distinguished from other components also for a second reason, that is that they are components which cannot be rede ned since it is not true that other de nitions make sense for (formally, are parameterized by) any possible de nition of them. 5 Correspondingly, at the semantic level, we need to re ne our notion of a mixin model as a pair <H; F> where:
H is a function giving the semantic counterpart of type de nitions in a module, in terms of deferred types. For instance, in the mixin Set, this function gives an interpretation of the type set for each given interpretation of the type map. In this example H is a constant function, since the de nition of the type set does not depend on map, but in general type de nitions in a mixin could depend on deferred types in a mutually recursive way. Think, e.g., to two mixin modules M 1 and M 2 whose type components are as follows: Formally, denoting by Mod X ( ) the class of the -models with carrier X (i.e., where the interpretation of sorts is xed to be as in X),
For instance, in the mixin Set, any Y gives an interpretation (set of values) for the type map, and, correspondingly, F Y gives an interpretation of the functions is in and restrict for each given interpretation of the functions empty map, apply, update and def dom; the domains and codomains of all these functions are xed for each index Y . The formal de nitions follow.
Sorted Core Frameworks
We de ne a sorted signature category as a particular category of signatures where a signature has a set of sorts, and, conversely, a set of sorts can be seen as a particular (empty) The functor Sorts returns for any signature its set of sorts and for any morphism its component over sorts, whereas for any set of sorts S, ; S is the signature over S having no operation symbols and for any function f: S 1 ! S 2 , ; f is the unique signature morphism from ; S1 to ; S2 having f as component over sorts.
Correspondingly to the fact that signatures have a set of sorts, we consider model parts where models are (sorted) sets enriched by some structure, like operations in the case of standard algebras. We call them concrete model parts, since the category of -models, for any signature , is a concrete model category 11], i.e. a particular case of concrete category 1]; the same notion has been called static framework in a context where the aim was to enrich such a framework by dynamic features 4, 45].
Def. 4.3 The functor SSet: Set op ! Set is de ned as follows:
for any set S, the elements of SSet(S) are the S-sorted sets; for any map : S 1 ! S 2 and any S 2 -sorted set A, (A j ) s = A (s) ; 8 s 2 S 1 . Def. 4.4 A concrete model part is a 4-tuple <Sig; Sorts; Mod; j?j> where <Sig; Sorts> is a sorted signature category; <Sig; Mod> is a model part; j?j is a natural transformation, j?j:Mod ! SSet Sorts op , s.t., for any , the functor j?j is faithful and, for any S 2 Set, j?j ;S is an embedding. For any -algebra A, jAj is called the carrier of A, and denoted by jAj or even A when there is no ambiguity. The assumption that j?j is faithful (i.e., for all parallel morphisms f; g: A ! B, if jfj = jgj then f = g) models the fact that morphisms of models are maps which respect some conditions. The assumption that j?j ;S is an embedding ensures that models over an empty signature are essentially 
Sorted Mixin Signatures and Models
We give now the re ned formal de nition of mixin signatures and models. In this subsection, we assume a xed sorted core framework <Sig; Sorts Intuitively, the rst component is the semantic counterpart of the type de nitions in a module; these de nitions give a semantic value to de ned types (formally, a sorted set over S out ), once a semantic value has been provided for deferred types (formally, a sorted set over S in ). The second component is the semantic counterpart of de nitions of other components (e.g. functions); these de nitions give a semantic value to the output components (formally, a model over out ), once a semantic value has been provided for input components (formally, a model over in ). The semantic value of type components is the same (H(Y ) + Y ) both in the argument and in the result model. We show now that sorted mixin signatures and models constitute a model part in the sense of Def. Notice that the conditions (id S 0in + f out ) Sorts( in ) = f in + id S out (f in + id S out ) Sorts( out ) = id S 0in + f out on sorted signature morphisms ensure that the sort renaming de ned by the two signature morphisms in and out is compatible with the sort renaming given by the two functions f in and f out .
Def. 4.14 Let 
Basic Operators
Also in the case of sorted core frameworks we can de ne the analogue of the three basic operators de ned in Sect. However, this sum operator allows the sharing of the input sorts (S in 1 and S in 2 are not required to be disjoint) and of the sorts in the resulting input and output signatures ( in 1 in 2 and out 1 out 2 , respectively). Indeed, the condition S in \ S out = ; on sorted mixin signatures implies that mixins cannot have virtual type components and that, hence, types cannot be frozen. Therefore, when combining two mixins we must assume that the common sorts in the two mixins just represent the same sorts (in other words, there is no duplication of equal sorts). This allows to correctly bind deferred types of one mixin to the de ned ones of the other mixin, and conversely; as a consequence, the resulting set of input sorts is given by ( 
Related Research and Further Work
As mentioned in the introduction, the name mixin was rstly used in the LISP community 39, 29] ; anyway, the rst clear formulation of the concept has been provided in 14], where the possibility of explicitly naming mixins is proposed as a useful linguistic feature (mixin-based inheritance) and it is shown that the inheritance mechanism of Smalltalk and Beta can both be seen as the same mixin combinator, as proved in a formal context in this paper. After that, G. Bracha 13, 15] has proposed a set of module operators (called Jigsaw), which provides a framework for modularity independent from a particular computational paradigm. In other words, Jigsaw de nes a language of mixin modules parameterized by the programming language used for de ning module components (the core language). For instance, in 13], Jigsaw is instantiated over Modula-3 obtaining an extension of this language supporting the new operators for module combination. In 8, 9] G. Banavar has extended Bracha's work by realizing an object oriented application framework (called Etyma) and by introducing a composition operation for hierarchical nesting. More importantly, Banavar has shown that the notion of mixin module, intended as collection of selfreferencing components, can be successfully applied within a wide range of systems, by building four di erent tools as completions of Etyma: an interpreter for a module extension to the functional programming language Scheme, a programmable linker, a compiler front-end for a compositional interface de nition language and a compositional document processing system.
In 34], a combination of only two operators on mixin modules (a variant of hiding and inheritance with a super mechanism) is proposed as a solution to multiple inheritance problems like name collisions. The aim in 34] is to limit the exibility of basic operations for mixin composition by de ning on top of them more restrictive operators encouraging orthogonalization of concepts and reinforcing software reliability. For instance, di erently from our other mechanism, the super mechanism proposed in 34] allows to refer only to the method which is overridden by the de nition where super is invoked. Another paper concerning mixin modules is 20], where they are proposed as a new construct for SML. In 20] mixins can be combined by means of a binary operator which allows to mix together not only de nitions of di erent components (like our merge), but also two de nitions for the same component (data-type or function). This is possible since in SML data-types and functions are de ned by cases, thus it makes sense to consider the \union" of two de nitions. The operator is non commutative, since, in M 1 M 2 , M 1 can refer to further extensions of function de nitions provided by M 2 via an inner mechanism, while inner calls in M 2 remain open, as in our weak overriding operator. Anyway, no possibility of overriding is considered (no virtual components): the main aim is to introduce in SML modules the possibility that recursive de nitions span module boundaries. The proposal turns out to be very speci c and tied to the features of SML. Finally, 12] presents a lambda calculus of incomplete objects, i.e. objects (records of methods) which may be typed even though they contain references to methods that are yet to be added; it is easy to recognize that these incomplete objects are mixins. The work of Bracha has been by far the most important source of inspiration of our own work. We are in debt with Jigsaw both for the overall idea of de ning a language of mixin modules parameterized by the underlying core language and for some operators, like restrict. Anyway, the idea of de ning a module system as a small language of its own constructed on top of the base language, on which as few as possible assumptions are made, is now becoming a standard approach, see, e.g., some recent work on type-theoretic foundations of SML-like modules 27, 32, 33, 28, 17, 18] . A paper which can be taken as representative of this point of view, summarized as a slogan in the title (\A modular module system") is 33], whose aim is to give a constructive proof of the validity of the idea. To this end, it presents (the implementation by an SML functor of) a transformation which takes a core language and its associated type-checking functions and returns an SML-style modular language with its type-checker. The input interface of the functor gives su cient conditions for an existing or future language to support SML-style modules. The rst main contribution of our paper is to give a rigorous counterpart at the semantic level of this two-level view of a modular language. In our opinion, the work we have done is very much in the spirit of 33] cited above. Indeed, we describe also a transformation which takes as parameter a core language and gives a modular language (in particular, a language of mixin modules): the di erence is that in our case we deal with the semantic descriptions of the two levels. In that respect our work is new w.r.t. 13], where, though supported as a methodological principle, the parameterization by the core language is not explicitly formalized, and the independence of the proposed framework from the object oriented nature of the language is not always clearly stated. The second main contribution of our paper is to provide an analysis on formal basis of the relationship between di erent operators over mixins, individuating three basic operators which allows to express as derived constructs a variety of other operators closer to concrete programming languages. In 5], we furtherly develop this aspect, by providing a set of algebraic laws holding between the operators (e.g. commutativity and associativity of merge) and proving a normal form theorem, in the spirit of 10]. Finally, an important byproduct of our research is to have recognized the need of handling type de nitions in mixins in a di erent way w.r.t. other components. This aspect should be analyzed at a deeper level as, more in general, the relation of our approach with the type-theoretic analysis of module languages (see below). Some continuation of the work done in this paper is in the already cited 5] and in 2, 6], both concerned with the instantiation of our framework in concrete cases. In 2], a concrete mixin language is obtained by xing a particular core framework. In 6] we give the translation in terms of our operators of various overriding mechanisms present in programming languages, and we are able, in this way, to formalize the relation between these di erent versions (this paper largely extends what is outlined in Sect.3 here).
The most interesting aspect left for future research is, as mentioned above, the relation of our approach with the work on type aspects of module languages. We have already pointed out in Sect.4 that our present choice of forbidding type rede nitions could be relaxed allowing abstract data type de nitions in the sense of SML. The introduction in our framework of the notion of manifest types (types whose de nition is visible in the module signature, see 32]) would allow mixins to share type de nitions. Finally, we plan to develop (within a common project) an integration of our mixin language with the functional module calculus de ned in 18], enjoying the important property of subject reduction and guaranteeing true separate compilation. Another topic of particular relevance is the relation between mixins and parameterized modules, like SML functors. In this paper, we have already an interesting result showing that functional application can be expressed in terms of our three basic operators. Since overriding can be de ned as a derived operator as well, we have actually shown that both inheritance and genericity (often considered two opposite approaches to increasing software modularity, with great debate in the object oriented community, see 36]) can be seen as two higher level mechanisms expressible by the same set of primitives. In the original de nition of inclusive categories 4, 19] , which is at the basis of the above de nition, a property of unique factorization of any morphism as an epimorphism composed with an inclusion is required, which corresponds to the intuition that any morphism de nes an \image" object which is included in the codomain; anyway, this property is unnecessary for the following technical treatment. Proof By de nition ( 2 n 1 ) ( 1 \ 2 ) = 2 , hence ( 2 n 1 ) 1 = 2 1 . Since 2 n 1 2 , we have ( 2 n 1 ) \ 1 = ( 2 n 1 ) \ 1 \ 2 and then we conclude by de nition. For the unicity, assume that 0 and 00 are such that 0 j 1 , 00 j 1 and 0 1 = 2 1 , Analogously, we can show that 00 = 0 00 .
In the context of boolean signatures, it is enough to associate with each mixin expression a type information of the form in ! out ; indeed, the type information consisting of the three components < def ; vir ; fro > associated with a mixin expression in Sect.3 is in this case < in n out ; in \ out ; out n in >.
Correspondingly, the typing rules for the operators of the kernel language de ned in Sect.3 can be rewritten as shown in Fig.11 . We have omitted the semantic rules, since they can simply obtained by specializing the rules in Sect.3 accordingly with the new typing rules.
A. 
